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Abstract
Contrarily to humans who have the ability
to recombine familiar expressions to create
novel ones, modern neural networks struggle
to do so. This has been emphasized recently
with the introduction of the benchmark dataset
“gSCAN” (Ruis et al., 2020), aiming to evalu-
ate models’ performance at compositional gen-
eralization in grounded language understand-
ing. In this work, we challenge the gSCAN
benchmark by proposing a simple model that
achieves surprisingly good performance on
two of the gSCAN test splits. Our model is
based on the observation that, to succeed on
gSCAN tasks, the agent must (i) identify the
target object (think) before (ii) navigating to it
successfully (act). Concretely, we propose an
attention-inspired modification of the baseline
model from Ruis et al. (2020), together with
an auxiliary loss, that takes into account the se-
quential nature of steps (i) and (ii). While two
compositional tasks are trivially solved with
our approach, we also find that the other tasks
remain unsolved, validating the relevance of
gSCAN as a benchmark for evaluating models’
compositional abilities.
1 Introduction
While deep neural networks excel at tasks where
training and test distributions are identical (LeCun
et al., 2015), they often fail to generalize to test
distributions that are in some metric close to, but
different from the one seen during training (Lake
et al., 2017; Heinze-Deml and Meinshausen, 2017;
Arjovsky et al., 2019). In the field of natural lan-
guage understanding, there has been considerable
focus on the lack of “compositional generalization”,
i.e. the phenomenon that models often cannot re-
combine familiar expressions from known parts
(Lake and Baroni, 2018; Dessı` and Baroni, 2019;
Loula et al., 2018). The problem of designing mod-
els that exhibit human-like compositional skills is
of utmost importance if they are to be deployed in
real-world systems where robustness and trustwor-
thiness are crucial. This has led to the design of
benchmarks to assess the behavior and weaknesses
of current state-of-the-art models. In this work, we
focus on the benchmark gSCAN (Ruis et al., 2020).
Our intuition is that, to succeed in a grounded en-
vironment, an agent must sequentially understand
and act on its environment—as a human would.
Thus, we ask the following question: by simply en-
couraging the model to “think before acting”, can
we solve some of the gSCAN challenges?
2 Related Work
Recently, various benchmark datasets for composi-
tional generalization have been proposed (Johnson
et al., 2017; Lake and Baroni, 2018; Chevalier-
Boisvert et al., 2019; Ruis et al., 2020). The
gSCAN benchmark builds on SCAN (Lake and Ba-
roni, 2018) which was designed to test for linguis-
tic generalization and the ability to learn composi-
tional rules. SCAN mimics a navigation environ-
ment by pairing linguistic commands (e.g. “walk
left”) with action sequences (L TURN, WALK).
Training and test splits contain systematic differ-
ences. Recent work has made some progress on
SCAN (Gordon et al., 2020; Russin et al., 2019;
Andreas, 2019; Lake, 2019) through architectural
changes or data augmentation schemes. One limita-
tion of SCAN is that it is not grounded in the visual
world. This stands in contrast to real languages
which are understood in relation to the state of the
world. E.g., the meaning of adjectives may differ,
depending on the objects present in the given scene.
gSCAN (Ruis et al., 2020) addresses this short-
coming by pairing input commands with the state
of a grid world in which the agent is situated. For
instance, the input may consist of the command
“Walk to the big square” along with a represen-
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Figure 1: Exemplar commands, grid world and target
action sequences in gSCAN. Image is taken from Ruis
et al. (2020) with permission.
tation of the grid world, containing a big square,
several so-called distractor objects with different
properties and the agent itself. The objects differ in
shape, color and/or size. The task for the agent is to
navigate from its current position in the grid world
to the target object; see Figure 1. The construc-
tion of gSCAN allows for evaluating the ability of
a trained agent to succeed at compositional chal-
lenges of different types. In total, there are 8 differ-
ent test splits. Ruis et al. (2020) train and evaluate
a baseline sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model
and the GECA model (Andreas, 2019), showing
that both fail on most of the gSCAN tasks.
In the context of Visual Question Answering,
progress has been made by explicitly reasoning in
a sequential manner (Marois et al., 2018; Hudson
and Manning, 2018). Our work follows a similar
intuition as we explain below.
3 Method
In this section, we describe our modification of the
multi-modal sequence-to-sequence model used in
Ruis et al. (2020) that results in good performance
on two gSCAN test splits. Our idea is motivated by
the following reasoning. To succeed on all gSCAN
test splits, the agent must “think before acting”, i.e.
it must be able to (i) identify the target object first,
and (ii) navigate to it successfully. For some splits
the required generalization is only in (i)—after hav-
ing identified the target successfully, the navigation
aspect is equivalent to the training environment.
We describe these splits briefly below; in the origi-
nal gSCAN paper these are referred to as (B), (C),
and (E). For other splits, generalization in (ii) is
needed as these splits affect how the agent has to
navigate to the target.
(A) Random split This test split has the same distri-
bution as the training set and serves to evaluate
the agent’s generalization skills when there is no
distributional shift between training and testing.
(B) Yellow squares The training set contains exam-
ples with yellow squares as the target object but
the color is never specified in the command, i.e.
it may be referred to by “the square”, “the big
square”, or “the small square”. At test time,
yellow squares are referred to as “the yellow
square”, “the big yellow square”, or “the small
yellow square”. The model thus needs to gener-
alize with respect to the target’s references.
(C) Red squares This split assesses compositional
skills with respect to attributes. In the train-
ing set red squares are never the target object.
At test time, red squares are the target and the
agent must identify it, based on having been
trained with other squares and other red objects
as target.
(E) Relativity To perform well on this split, the
model needs to learn that size adjectives are
relative to the other objects being present in the
grid world. During training, circles of size 2
are never referred to as “small”. They may be
referred to without a size adjective or as “big”,
if there is another circle of size 1 present. At
test time, circles of size 2 are paired with other
larger circles and are referred to as “small”.
Motivated by the fact that splits (B), (C) and (E)
only require generalization in step (i), we hypoth-
esize that adding the task of predicting the target
object location improves overall performance. In-
deed, Ruis et al. (2020) already considered adding
the classification of the target object location as
an auxiliary loss to the objective. As this attempt
did not yield clear improvements, as a first step,
we modify the auxiliary architecture that predicts
the position of the target. Contrarily to Ruis et al.
(2020), we follow the principle of “think before
you act” by first classifying the target from the en-
codings and decoding subsequently. However, as
we show in an ablation study, this auxiliary loss
alone is not sufficient to improve performance. Ad-
ditionally, we incorporate the log-softmax scores
of the target prediction task into the attention mech-
anism of the decoder as we detail below1. Code of
our modifications, based on the implementation by
the gSCAN authors2, will be made available.
1This modification is not applicable to the auxiliary task
architecture from Ruis et al. (2020).
2https://github.com/LauraRuis/
multimodal_seq2seq_gSCAN
We now detail our proposed changes to the
seq2seq baseline model from Ruis et al. (2020).
The input to the agent consists of the command
sequence xc and the grid world representation Xs.
The original baseline model of Ruis et al. (2020)
is composed of a command encoder hc = fc(xc),
a convolutional neural network (CNN) encoder of
the grid world Hs = fs(Xs), and a decoder. The
decoder operates on context vectors for the com-
mand (ccj) and the grid world (c
s
j), the embedding
of the previous output symbol edj and the previous
decoder state hdj−1. The context vector ccj is com-
puted using attention on the command encoding,
ccj = Attention(h
d
j−1,hc) , csj is computed with
conditional attention over the world state features,
csj = Attention([c
c
j ;h
d
j−1],Hs). Supplementary
material Figure A.2 describes the architecture used
in Ruis et al. (2020). Training is done by minimiz-
ing cross-entropy and supervised with ground-truth
target sequences. We refer the reader to Ruis et al.
(2020) for details on the training procedure. Option-
ally, the model proposed by Ruis et al. (2020) can
be trained with the auxiliary task of predicting the
location of the target object in the grid world with
cross entropy loss and target position ground-truth.
Ruis et al. (2020) simply use a log-softmax over
the attention weights of each grid cell, summed
over all decoder steps.
Our idea is to first help the model better focus on
the target by modifying the way the target position
is predicted in the auxiliary task. While predict-
ing the target position is a classification task and
thus does not require a recurrent architecture, we
still get inspiration from sequential attention mech-
anisms and propose two new options:
(i) “World” (relies mainly on world state features):
we predict the target position based on the last
hidden state of the command encoder hcn and
attention-weighted world encodings. We use
scaled dot-product attention (Vaswani et al.,
2017) between hcn and the world encodings,
H˜s = DotAttention(hcn,H
s) and concatenate
it with hcn in a vector v = [H˜
s;hcn].
(ii) “Both”: we predict the target position based
on attention-weighted command encodings and
attention-weighted world encodings. First,
we compute h˜c = DotAttention(Hs,hc) to
yield weighted command encodings and com-
pute their weighted sum. Second, we com-
pute H˜s = DotAttention(h˜c,Hs) to yield
weighted world encodings and concatenate
them as v = [H˜s; h˜c].
In both options, the concatenated vector v is fed
to a linear classification layer that predicts scores
for each position to be the target position. Intro-
ducing the attention mechanism for the target pre-
diction task as described above only constrains the
encoders. Thus, we additionally weigh the world
encodings Hs by the log-softmax scores of the tar-
get position prediction linear layer before feeding
them to the attention mechanism that computes the
context vector csj . This also constrains the decoder.
4 Experiments
We compare the performance of our proposals
“world” and “both” with the results reported in Ruis
et al. (2020) as well as their suggestion for train-
ing with the auxiliary loss. Following Ruis et al.
(2020), we train the model for 200000 iterations.
Most hyperparameters are identical; we performed
hyperparameters tuning on the dropout rates of the
encoders, the decoder and the weight of the auxil-
iary task in the training objective. Each setting is
run five times over different random seeds. We re-
port mean and standard errors of the percentage of
exact matches, i.e. the percentage of observations
for which the target output sequence is predicted ex-
actly. Further details can be found in Section A.1.
Table 1 summarizes the results. The first two
columns (“Baseline w/o aux” and “GECA”) are
taken from Ruis et al. (2020). “Baseline w/ aux”
shows the results obtained when training with the
auxiliary loss but using the proposal from Ruis et al.
(2020) described above. The results in the last two
columns are obtained with our proposed modifica-
tions. First, we observe that all models obtain close-
to-perfect performance on the Random test split.
Hence all models learn the navigation task suc-
cessfully when there are no systematic differences
between training and test split. Second, we see that
“Baseline w/ aux” does not improve upon “Baseline
w/o aux” reliably for splits (B), (C) and (E)—even
though mean performance is higher for (B) and
(E), the standard errors are very large. Our propos-
als outperform all other models on Yellow squares
with larger mean performances and smaller stan-
dard errors. For Red squares, “world” and “both”
outperform the two baselines and achieve compa-
rable performance as GECA. Importantly, GECA
regenerates the grid world to match the augmented
commands. Hence, it uses more supervision than
our proposals. For Relativity, “world” and “both”
Table 1: Percentage of observations for which the target output sequence was predicted exactly. Results for Base-
line w/o aux (refers to the baseline model from Ruis et al. (2020)) and GECA are taken from Ruis et al. (2020).
Exact Match (%)
Split Baseline w/o aux GECA Baseline w/ aux Ours (world) Ours (both)
A: Random 97.69± 0.22 87.6± 1.19 92.88± 0.78 93.94± 0.7 94.19± 0.71
B: Yellow squares 54.96± 39.39 34.92± 39.30 61.18± 30.1 87.31± 4.38 86.45± 6.28
C: Red squares 23.51± 21.82 78.77± 6.63 11.73± 5.05 79.77± 11.01 81.07± 10.12
E: Relativity 35.02± 2.35 33.19± 3.69 50.51± 14.08 52.8± 9.96 43.43± 7.0
outperform “Baseline w/o aux” and GECA while
performing similarly as “Baseline w/ aux”. While
our method improves performance largely on splits
(B) and (C), performance on split (E) is still unsat-
isfactory with exact match of at most ≈ 50%.
Error analysis First, we would like to analyze
to what extent target prediction accuracy correlates
with exact match performance as reported in Ta-
ble 1. This analysis sheds light on whether there
are cases where the target is identified successfully
and hence compositional generalization is achieved
while exact match performance is poor due to de-
coding issues only. Supplementary Table A.2 in
Section A.1 contains the target prediction accura-
cies for all models with auxiliary loss; Figure A.3
plots the mean exact match performances vs. mean
target prediction accuracies. For our models, we ob-
serve a large correlation between the performances
and there are no indications for the described issue.
While exact match accuracy is always somewhat
lower, this is to be expected due to the larger degree
of difficulty of the task.
Second, Table 1 shows that while training with
the auxiliary task leads to improvements on split
(E), these are much smaller than for splits (B) and
(C). For split (E), “world” and “both” do not im-
prove upon “Baseline w/ aux” in terms of exact
match; improvements in terms of target prediction
accuracy are only marginal (for “world”). When
looking at the performance statistics by referred
target, we find that the model performs much bet-
ter when the color is specified (see Table A.3). In
these cases, the agent can exploit the fact that there
are only two circles of the specific color in the
grid world3. When color is not specified, the agent
needs to choose from a typically larger number
of circles. Indeed, performance is much lower in
these cases (≈ 28− 42%). This suggests that the
agent genuinely fails to understand relativity which
seems considerably more difficult than the required
3This observation was also made in Ruis et al. (2020).
generalization in splits (B) and (C). While (B) and
(C) require the agent to understand novel combi-
nations of known parts, in (E) it needs to connect
the same command specifying a particular attribute
(here, size: “the small circle”) with objects having
different values of that property (“small” circles
may be of size 1, 2 or 3).
Finally, we evaluate the performance of an ab-
lated version of our model where we do not weigh
the world encodings Hs by the log-softmax scores
of the target position prediction task. Supplemen-
tary Section A.1 shows that while the ablated ver-
sion performs well in terms of target prediction
accuracy, exact match performance is much lower
than the full model performance from Table 1.
5 Discussion
The gSCAN test splits are well-designed as each
test split tackles generalization either in (i) target
identification, or (ii) navigation. Our hypothesis
was that performance on tasks which only require
generalization at (i) can be improved by improv-
ing performance on target location prediction, and
proposed a sequential method that relied on the
“think before you act” principle. Our hypothesis
was confirmed for splits (B) and (C) that require
understanding new combinations of known features.
Interestingly, we also found that the Relativity split
(E) remains unsolved. Even though adding the aux-
iliary loss improves performance, our “think before
you act” modification does not yield further im-
provements in contrast to (B) and (C), neither in
terms of target prediction nor exact match accuracy.
It hence remains an open question how to tackle
target prediction in the context of relativity, and
whether this would lead to corresponding perfor-
mance gains for the full task.
Overall, our results emphasize the relevance of
gSCAN as a benchmark for evaluating models’
compositional abilities, especially as generalization
in terms of navigation remains an open challenge.
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A Appendices
A.1 Additional experimental details and
results
Experimental details The gSCAN dataset is
available from https://github.com/LauraRuis/
groundedSCAN. We select the best hyperparame-
ter setting by choosing the best exact match re-
sult on the provided Dev split, which is a small
subset of the Random test split, both having the
same distribution as the training set. We exper-
iment with command encoder and sequence de-
coder dropout rates ∈ [0, 0.3], world state encoder
dropout rate ∈ [0, 0.3], and weight of the auxiliary
task ∈ [0.3, 0.7]. We leave all other hyperparame-
ters as in Ruis et al. (2020). Code of our modifica-
tions, based on the implementation by the gSCAN
authors4, will be made available.
In the two proposed modifications of the target
location prediction task “world” and “both”, the
concatenated vector v is of size d2 ∗3∗cout+he as
the original architecture CNN encoder uses 3 dif-
ferent kernel sizes. cout is the number of features
maps per kernel size, he is the command encoder
hidden size, and d× d is the total number of cells
in a grid world of width and height d. Accordingly,
the linear layer that performs target position predic-
tion is of input size d2 ∗ 3 ∗ cout + he and output
size d2.
We report results on gSCAN test splits (B), (C)
and (E) as no improvements were obtained on the
remaining splits. As those splits require generaliza-
tion in how the agent has to navigate to the target,
we also do not expect obtaining improvements on
these splits with our proposed methodology. Hence,
it remains on open question how to make progress
on these.
Best hyperparameters chosen with cross-
validation for performance shown in Tables 1,
A.2 and A.3
Baseline w/ aux: cnn dropout rate: 0.1, decoder
dropout rate: 0.0, encoder dropout rate: 0.0, weight
auxiliary task: 0.3
World: cnn dropout rate: 0.0, decoder dropout rate:
0.0, encoder dropout rate: 0.3, weight auxiliary
task: 0.3
Both: cnn dropout rate: 0.0, decoder dropout rate:
0.0, encoder dropout rate: 0.3, weight auxiliary
task: 0.7
4https://github.com/LauraRuis/
multimodal_seq2seq_gSCAN
Best hyperparameters chosen with cross-
validation for ablated performance shown in
Tables A.4
World: cnn dropout rate: 0.0, decoder dropout rate:
0.0, encoder dropout rate: 0.3, weight auxiliary
task: 0.3
Both: cnn dropout rate: 0.1, decoder dropout rate:
0.3, encoder dropout rate: 0.3, weight auxiliary
task: 0.3
Additional experimental results Table A.2
shows the target prediction accuracies for the mod-
els with auxiliary loss and Figure A.3 plots the
mean exact match performances vs. mean target
prediction accuracies. Overall, we observe a large
correlation between the two performance statistics
for our proposed models. Table A.3 breaks down
the exact match accuracies for split (E) by the re-
ferred target. Performance is much lower when no
color attribute is specified.
Ablation study One may ask whether the clas-
sification from the attention-weighted command
and state encodings v alone is sufficient to achieve
the improvements reported in Section 4. Table A.4
contains the results obtained in this fashion, i.e.
without weighing the world encodings Hs by the
log-softmax scores of the target position predic-
tion task. Comparing Tables 1 and A.4, as well
as Figure A.3, shows that weighing the world en-
codings Hs by the log-softmax scores of the target
position prediction task is indeed beneficial: For
all splits, the exact match accuracies of the ablated
models are lower. While exact match performance
is worse for the ablated models, we observe that
target prediction accuracy is comparable on split
(B) for “world” and on split (C) for “both” (see
Tables A.2 and A.4; Figure A.3). This suggests
that the weighing the world encodings Hs by the
log-softmax scores of the target position prediction
task indeed yields the desired changes in the de-
coder, needed to obtain the improved exact match
performances reported in Section 4.
Figure A.2: Baseline neural network from Ruis et al. (2020). The command encoder parses the input command
using a biLSTM fc, and the state encoder parses the grid world state with the CNN fs. An LSTM decoder outputs
the predicted action sequence (bottom), using joint attention over the command and the world state. Image is taken
from Ruis et al. (2020) with permission.
Table A.2: Target prediction accuracies for models with auxiliary loss
Target prediction accuracy (%)
Split Baseline w/ aux Ours (world) Ours (both)
A: Random 95.5± 2.51 100.0± 0.00 100.0± 0.00
B: Yellow squares 68.94± 36.6 95.36± 4.26 94.24± 5.7
C: Red squares 5.02± 6.8 90.23± 10.35 89.9± 9.7
E: Relativity 61.58± 19.36 71.26± 13.41 57.57± 12.15
Table A.3: Split (E): Exact match performance by referred target
Exact match (%)
Referred target Baseline w/ aux Ours (world) Ours (both)
small yellow circle 66.5± 12.44 69.62± 11.72 57.2± 11.44
small green circle 65.57± 11.92 64.46± 6.21 62.62± 15.47
small red circle 66.72± 11.65 57.59± 11.38 54.08± 3.54
small blue circle 65.99± 10.36 61.72± 9.11 59.25± 5.69
small circle 34.83± 16.75 42.24± 15.24 28.57± 9.45
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Figure A.3: Exact match averages vs. mean target prediction accuracy, for splits (B), (C) and (E). Splits (B) and (C):
For “world” and “both”, we observe a large correlation between exact match and target prediction performance. For
the ablated models “world, ablated” and “both, ablated” exact match accuracies are much lower, despite partially
good target prediction accuracies. Split (E) remains challenging for all models with exact match accuracies of at
most ≈ 50%.
Table A.4: Exact match and target prediction accuracy for ablated models: Here, target location prediction is based
on the attention-weighted command and state encodings v but the weighing of the world encodings Hs by the
log-softmax scores of the target position prediction task is omitted.
Exact match (%) Target prediction accuracy (%)
Split World, ablated Both, ablated World, ablated Both, ablated
A: Random 89.98± 3.04 93.15± 0.35 100.0± 0.00 100.0± 0.00
B: Yellow squares 68.65± 11.51 54.38± 17.14 89.5± 3.58 79.53± 24.04
C: Red squares 19.23± 13.53 60.03± 12.91 65.3± 22.66 83.72± 21.19
E: Relativity 45.03± 10.77 38.11± 4.11 47.62± 8.39 60.45± 13.04
